iGov Awarded $12 Million Contract Modification from USMC for TCWS

McLean, VA, February 25, 2015—iGov, prime contractor for TACLAN and provider of evolutionary tactical network systems and support programs, announced today that it was awarded a firm-fixed-price modification to the Tactical Collaborative Work Suite (TCWS) contract by the United States Marine Corps (USMC). A previous contract worth $25M for similar work was awarded to iGov in June 2008. The modification, worth a maximum value of $32,289,000, is for the production of an additional 8 TCWS systems.

The primary purpose of the contract modification is to begin full-rate production of the TCWS 2.0 hardware platforms. The Tactical Collaborative Work Suite is a many-to-one tactical collaborative system comprised of a virtualized hosting platform, segmented physical hardware and virtualized software platforms that provide portable, synchronous, and asynchronous collaboration capabilities to support Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) operations. The initial contract called for iGov to design, develop, build, test, and deliver two low rate initial production (LRIP) systems.

iGov’s ability to quickly design, test and produce scalable, modular virtual hosting platforms that support information sharing services and applications, has resulted in a smaller, lighter weight, highly capable, modular and scalable standardized capability set that allows for Marines to deploy, manage, and maintain tactical and collaborative services.

“iGov’s focus on providing innovative solutions that produce tangible and measurable benefits makes it easier for our customers to manage their system processes and ultimately meet their mission objectives,” said Patrick Henein, Chairman and CEO of iGov. “Our goal is to continue to support the USMC in Expeditionary and Maneuver Warfare by providing systems that increase collaboration, information sharing and performance capabilities.”

About iGov

iGov is an IT systems integrator specializing in delivering mission-centric IT solutions to its government customers. iGov deploys its people, expertise and processes to execute full lifecycle enterprise and tactical IT programs in the following areas: systems engineering, deployable IT systems, communications and visualization. For more information visit www.igov.com.

The contract and its contents do not necessarily reflect the position or the policy of the US Government, and no official endorsement should be inferred.

IGG CAPITAL COMPLETES $8 MILLION CREDIT FACILITY FOR IGNN.COM

HOFFMAN ESTATES, Ill., May 2, 2011—GE Capital’s Commercial Distribution Finance (CDF) business today announced to completion of a $50 million credit facility for iGNN.com, an information technology (IT) company.

IGG AWARDED $12 MILLION CONTRACT MODIFICATION FROM USMC FOR TCWS

McLean, VA, February 16, 2011—iGov, prime contractor for TACLAN and provider of evolutionary tactical network systems and support programs, announced today that it was awarded a firm-fixed-price modification.

IGG AWARDS MULTIPLE MILITARY SUPPORT CONTRACTS

McLean, VA, September 20, 2010—iGov, prime contractor for TACLAN and USMC TCWS and provider of evolutionary tactical network systems and support programs, announced today that it has recently acquired a defense order.

IGG ACHIEVES CMMI DEV LEVEL 5 RATING

McLean, VA, August 2, 2010—iGov, prime contractor for TACLAN and provider of evolutionary tactical network systems and support programs, announced today that it has achieved CMMI DEV Level 5 rating.

IGG APPOINTS STEVE HAMMACK AS CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

McLean, VA, August 2, 2010—iGov, prime contractor for TACLAN and provider of evolutionary tactical network systems and support programs, announced today the appointment of Steve Hammack as Chief Financial Officer (CFO).

IGG AWARDED UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS TCWS CONTRACT

McLean, VA, June 30, 2010—iGov, prime contractor for TACLAN and provider of evolutionary tactical network systems and support programs, announced today that it was awarded the Tactical...

IGG AND TEAM TACLAN PARTNERS JOIN FORCES TO SUPPORT MILITARY FAMILIES

McLean, VA, May 4, 2010—iGov, prime contractor for TACLAN and provider of evolutionary tactical network systems and support programs, announced today its joint fundraising effort with Team TACLAN.

IGG SUPPORTS FAMILIES OF DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PERSONNEL

McLean, VA, October 1, 2009—As part of its ongoing effort to support Department of Defense Families, iGov made a donation to the Special Operations Warrior Foundation (SOWF)...

IGG COMPLETES CMMI SCAMPI B ASSESSMENT

McLean, VA, March 11, 2009—iGov TACLAN Program Office has moved closer to achieving Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) level three assessment with the completion of a Standard CCBII...